Bring your
Photos Alive

Canvas Printing
“THE HOME OF GREAT FRAMING”

Photo Retouching
Restoration Services
Preserve, repair, and enhance special moments in your family history

Professional retouching or restoration of old
or damaged photographs, collages/montages, pop art,
portrait effects, vignettes and other special effects.
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Ready to Hang
or Canvas Only
Your image will be specially retouched and printed
by professionals using the highest quality inks on
canvas providing you with an enduring arwork.

Ready to Hang
Your canvas
arrives finished
ready to hang on
the wall. It is
stretched over a
thick wooden
frame, securely
stapled to the
back and sealed
with backing tape.
D rings, stainlesssteel wire and
Bump-ons
complete the job.

Canvas Only
Your image
comes rolled in
a tube and you
take it from
there or we
can send it
to you in
a mailing
tube.

Wrap Edges
We offer four different ways to create your art print on
canvas as a ready-to-hang work of art. Our canvas
wrap options utilize museum quality stretcher bars
providing you with a finished work.
After the canvas is stretched, you can choose to
frame the wrapped canvas with one of our
specialized custom frames, or display it exactly as is.

Creative Wrap (Exclusive Fix-a-Frame)

Side Caption

Color Wrap (Sides Only)

Framed

Gallery Wrap

Mirror Wrap

Ideas and Creativity

Sometimes changing a colour print to black & white
or sepia can have a huge impact on the look of your
canvas and we do it for you for free!

FULL COLOUR

BLACK & WHITE

SEPIA

The benefits of choosing
Fix-a-Frame to print
your photos on canvas.
Experience
Fix-a-Frame has been involved in the industry since
1991 and employs fully trained and experienced staff.
We have a full time graphic artist onsite to deal with all
the minute details that go into producing a great image.
Technology
We only use the latest software and hardware to
produce your prints. We choose Epson K3 Ultrachrome
Ink which produces vivid results that when coupled with
our printshield coating are guaranteed to last a lifetime.
Eight inks are used to mix the perfect colours.
Media
We prints on high grade poly-cotton canvas specially
treated to accept the inks and designed to stay
stretched and flatter longer.
Finishing
Our prints are sealed with a coating of UV resistant
varnish before being stretched over kiln-dried stretcher
bars. These are then sealed on the backing with a
light-weight and acid-free foamcore board which means
mould cannot easily grow on the back of your image and
the bugs cannot take up residence. D rings and
stainless steel wire provide a secure and durable
hanging solution. Bump-ons are added to the corners to
promote air circulation which also helps with prevention
of mould. Bump-ons also protect your walls from
becoming marked and they keep your print nice and
level giving you maximum viewing pleasure.

Remember...

...many choices but choose
Fix-a-Frame to make a difference

FAQ
How long will it take to get my Photo?
Your canvas will be delivered within 7 working days.
Can you use photos from my digital camera or iPhone ?
Yes, we can print images taken on most digital cameras. We can use JPG, PNG, TIF,
PSD, RAW images and most picture formats. For best results, make sure your
camera is set on the highest resolution (largest size) possible.
I only have an actual photo and not a digital file, can you work from that?
Yes, we can make prints from an actual photo or piece of flat artwork. We will make
a high resolution scan and return your photo. We can also email the digital file back
to you and it is all included in the price.
Do you offer any guarantees?
Your purchase comes with our 100% satisfaction guarantee and is backed with
Epson’s guarantee of the longevity of their products.
How long will my canvas prints last?
Under normal lighting conditions, your canvas prints will last over 100 years because
of the acid free canvas printing process and canvas material.
What is the resolution of your printer?
Our printer can print up to an impressive 2880x1440 dpi and deliver a super sharp
image with no banding.
How can I send you my image?
It is easy. You can email the image to us at fixaframe@optusnet.com.au with
instructions and contact details, or burn it to CD and mail it to us.
What is included in your prices?
All canvas prints include:
• Red eye reduction (if required)
• A protective clear laminate & UV coating
• Image cropping & re-sizing
• Black & White or Sepia conversion (if requested)
The “Ready to Hang” price also includes:
• Canvas stretched on quality timber frame
• Taped and wired ready to hang
For more FAQs visit our website.

David Schummy

Mt Gravatt Homemaker Centre
1230 Logan Rd, Mt Gravatt
Brisbane QLD 4122
Phone 07 3849 8164
Fax 07 3349 9653
fixaframe@optusnet.com.au
OPEN 7 DAYS
Mon-Fri: 9 - 5pm
Sat-Sun: 9 - 12.30pm

www.fixaframe.com.au

